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General Remarks 
We regret the exclusion of a topic dedicated to discussing the percentage of the independent production quota in 
this discussion paper. We still believe that irrespective of the political environment, stakeholders should have an open 
discussion on why the European independent production quota is perceived by some Member States as being capped 
at 10% (Art. 5). The positive results generated by the independent production quota mainly on driving up the volume of 
independent production (as outlined in the DGA study), do not exclude a discussion with regard to a progressive 
increase of this quota at European level.  
 
The 6th Report of the European Commission on the Application of Art. 4 & 5 confirms that over the reference period of 4 
years, the independent production quota has declined 3,48%. We therefore strongly believe that if the European 
Commission is unwilling to propose an adequate quota of independent production of 25%, it should nonetheless give a 
clear signal to Member States stating that the 10% independent production quota is calculated on the basis of 
investment (and not programming time) and is a minimum to be increased progressively over the reference period of 
the future Directive.   
 
We strongly encourage a re-wording of the current Art. 5, replacing “(…) this proportion, having regard to broadcasters’ 
informational, educational, cultural and entertainment responsibilities to its viewing public, should be achieved 
progressively on the basis of suitable criteria (…)”, by “(…) this minimum proportion, having regard to broadcasters 
responsibilities to its viewing public, should be increased progressively on the basis of suitable criteria.” 
 
Issue 1: Linear and Non-Linear Services 
We believe that the extension of Articles 4 and 5 to non-linear services should be subject to more than a political signal. 
The new Directive should expressly call upon “non-linear” audiovisual services to contribute to the promotion of 
European and independent audiovisual works by means of an investment quota that would be applicable both to linear 
and non-linear services. Services would be exempt under certain specific conditions established by the Directive and 
not “where practicable”. 
 
Many of tomorrow’s non-linear audiovisual service delivery platforms are still at a stage of defining their business 
models and therefore enjoy greater adaptability than at a later stage. We also know today (and we did not know at the 
time of the last revision of the Directive) that “non-linear” audiovisual services will inevitably develop into fully-fledged 
alternatives to existing “linear” audiovisual services.   
 
Failure to consistently apply Articles 4 and 5 to “non-linear” services would a) create an uneven playing field between 
linear and non-linear services, some of which are expected to compete for the same audiences; and b) in the event of 
long term erosion of traditional “linear” audiovisual services, eventually replaced by “non-linear” audiovisual services, 
the principles behind Chapter III of the Directive would be obsolete, to the prejudice of European and independent 
production and ultimately European viewers. This would very likely result in high levels of market concentration in the 
hands of a few groups, most likely “infrastructure owners”, low domestic competition for content supply, and majority of 
content imported from outside the European Union. 
 
The positive results achieved by Art. 4 and 5 in accomplishing a more competitive and diverse content supply sector at 
home (throughout Europe) for linear services, indicate that similar success could be accomplished in these new “non-
linear” audiovisual services.  We encourage the European Commission to examine carefully the “prime-time 
programming schedules” of the main free to air television channels across Europe before the quotas were broadly 
introduced across the European Union, and compare them to today’s “programming schedules”.  It is undeniable that 
the quantity and quality of European programming offered to the viewer has greatly increased by introducing measures 
that guaranteed the emergence of an independent and domestic audiovisual production industries. 
 
We believe that non-linear services empty of quality content will not captivate European viewers. Failure to promote 
measures that ensure a diverse and competitive content supply market also for non-linear services will only delay and 
possibly endanger the establishment of new services, whilst deeming Articles 4 & 5 obsolete in the future.  
 
CEPI joins most participants in the Expert Group on independent production in urging the European 
Commission to apply the provisions contained in Chapter III of the current Directive (including Art. 4 and 5) to 
non-linear services by means of the future Directive and not only through a “recommendation” or other 
“political signal”.  
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Issue 2: Monitoring of Application of Articles 4 and 5 by the Member States 
CEPI confirms its support for any measures that ensure an adequate level of credibility and transparency to the process 
of national application of Articles 4 and 5 of the Directive. Especially since the work produced by DGA on this topic has 
produced results that are considerably different from those reported by the European Commission according to the 
submissions of the Member States.  
 
We believe that the periodical statistical reports defined in the Directive under Article 4(3)1 are important sources of 
information. These cannot be replaced by occasional specific checks or controls by the European Commission. 
However, the existence of these reports should not preclude any specific checks through “sampling” to be carried out by 
the European Commission (or a mandated independent entity), should the European Commission have reasons to 
believe that the information provided by the Member State is inconsistent or inaccurate. 
 
We fully support a revision of the guidelines as suggested by the European Commission in the discussion 
paper.  
 
Most importantly, we believe that the submission from the Member State (national authorities) to the European 
Commission should be made public, before it is published in the form of a Commission report. This will allow any 
interested parties to comment on the data provided – greatly improving transparency, credibility and accuracy of the 
data. 
 
Issue 3: Encourage the production and distribution of European Co-Productions 
No one more than independent producers wishes to obtain access to international markets to exploit its works. CEPI 
shares the objectives of the European Commission in promoting European co-productions and the increased circulation 
of non-national European works. However, we also believe that this objective will be better achieved by introducing 
measures that promote the creation of competitive production and distribution sectors across Europe.  
  
Firstly, by ensuring “competition” in the programme supply market between independents and broadcasters or owners 
of infrastructure. We advocate that in order to be competitive abroad (and sell audiovisual works in other countries), the 
sector must first be competitive domestically. Secondly by unlocking the international distribution rights markets, that 
remained heavily concentrated in the hands of (a few) player(s) at national level (in each Member State), who are often 
not naturally inclined to seek international distribution deals. This would entail ensuring that intellectual property rights 
for international distribution of audiovisual works are not bundled together with other rights (like the primary rights), and 
are given a fair value by anyone interested and competent to engage in the international distribution of an audiovisual 
work. This will thus stimulate competition in the international distribution market within Europe and create a more 
dynamic distribution sector.  Finally, by ensuring that existing programmes such as the future MEDIA will remain 
focused on the support for a dynamic production and distribution sectors, and not broadcasters.  
 
We believe that incentives to broadcast non-national European works would not only be against the Treaty as 
mentioned in the discussion paper, but would also be a disproportionate measure to accomplish an objective that could 
more easily be achieved by promoting competitiveness and excellence.  
 
For this particular objective of increasing the circulation of non-national European works, we believe that European 
measures for unlocking the international distribution rights market would appear the most appropriate tool. A 
definition of independent producer or production that ensures that international distribution rights are properly defined 
and given a value (and not automatically owned by the broadcasters’ international distribution arm or bundled with the 
primary rights), would greatly contribute to an increased circulation of non-national European works by means of a 
more competitive international distribution market, in addition to other political recommendations. 
 
Issue 4: Concept of Independent Producer 
The Study produced by DGA provided compelling evidence that whilst the independent production quota (Article 5) has 
contributed to increase the volume of independent production, this has not resulted in an improvement of the financial 
health of the independent production sector. On the contrary, the general economic situation of the independent 
production sector in Europe has generally weakened over the reference period examined by the consultant. The study 
further confirms that driving volume (through quotas) is only one component that will not alone deliver a more 
competitive and healthy independent content sector.  
 

                                         
1 Every two years the Member States shall provide a report on the Application of Articles 4 and 5 
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There is therefore a need to complement the quotas with qualitative measures that ensure that the production sector is 
able to create assets, attract investment and grow. The legislative experiences of several countries inside2 and outside 
the European Union3 demonstrate that retention and recouping4 of rights are critical for the independent production 
sector to attract investment, develop, and bring a new dynamic to the European content production sector at a time 
when new content delivery platforms are rapidly emerging. 
 
We believe that “broadcasters having to relinquish secondary rights to some extent (…) when they provided most of the 
investment for the programmes they commission” constitutes a very feeble argument not to introduce a clear definition 
of independent production. The investment provided by the broadcaster commissioning a programme does not 
generally cover all development costs of the production. Secondly, as so clearly illustrated in the DGA study, the 
broadcaster reaps the lion-share of the profits from production including independent productions, whilst the 
independent production sector is simply not generating the profits necessary to develop and grow. This in itself does 
not allow the independent production sector to bear risks, simply because it remains dependent exclusively on the 
commissions by the broadcaster.  
 
Whilst the United States clearly differentiated between content production and transmission (with the Financial 
Syndication Rules) as a means to ensure an adequate level of competition between production and broadcasting, policy 
makers in Europe preferred to create quotas and subsidies. Whilst US content producers were able to attract capital 
investment through building up assets based on the rights over their productions more than three decades ago, policy 
makers in Europe are still encouraged by insisting on the same regulatory measures that have driven US imports to 
grow 15% a year between 1997 and 2000 (according to the DGA study).  
 
Today, a handful of Member States have already / or are in the process of / introducing rights’ retention in their national 
definitions of independence or broadcasting law. Some conclusions can already be drawn from the capital investment 
attracted by the independent production sectors in these countries, as a result of measures that assisted producers 
retaining their intellectual property rights.   
 
Enhancing the independent sector’s ability to bear risk by allowing it to retain its rights and attract investment is the 
greatest contribution possible that the European Commission can give to the audiovisual sector in Europe. This will 
depend on the introduction of a (complete) definition of independent producer that takes into account rights retention 
and recouping in the coming Television Without Frontiers Directive.  
 
CEPI supports a definition of independent producer / production that takes into account inter alia the criteria of 
retention of rights, through a revision of Recital 31 of the 97 Directive, as suggested in the Commission’s 
discussion paper. 
 
 
For more information please visit www.cepi.tv 
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2 Examples of France and the United Kingdom 
3 Examples of the United States, Australia, New Zealand or Korea 
4 the rights are given back to the producer after a period of 18 months 
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